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A growing number of intelligent systems and technologies are being installed in vehicles today, with more 

planned for installation in the future. While those innovations seen in the HMI and infotainment systems are 

most commonly noticed and marketed by OEMs, they also extend to safety and security. These features are 

now present across multiple vehicle segments and include, most notably, keyless entry. A function that sees 

the user's smartphone or key fob used to unlock the vehicle.

The rate at which these technologies are being installed and becoming more common within the industry, 

however, also increases the risk of electronic vehicle theft (e-theft). This sees a variety of electronic tools and 

devices used by criminal groups around the world that take advantage of built-in systems in order to steal 

vehicles.

The E-Theft Threat Guide identifies the range of methods that play a role in the theft of vehicles today. Theft 

tools and devices are extensively profiled on a number of topics - including their source, cost, and the type of 

theft they enable. Likewise, the models that have reportedly been stolen using these methods and tools are 

similarly profiled. The impact of these tools on vehicle theft worldwide is evaluated by their functionality, 

compatibility, and availability.
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> What are the current 
electronic theft methods 
used to steal vehicles?

> How does theft impact 
the desirability or 
insurability of a vehicle?

> Which models are affected by 
a specific theft tool?

> How available are those tools 
to buyers?

Key questions answered
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Introduction

Introduction

The Electronic Theft Threat Guide is designed to be a fully searchable reference
tool and catalogue of the various devices available, designed to overcome
standard fit security systems. The Excel Spreadsheet is a comprehensive list of
current devices, what they are designed to do, what the seller claims they can
do, and how much it costs. The spreadsheet lists the vehicle brands, models, and
where possible, the model year that each tool claims to overcome or program.

The guide is designed to allow engineers, designers, investigators and strategists
to better understand the type and breadth of tools and devices currently available
to overcome vehicle security systems. The tools listed can either bypass systems,
program keys/ECUs, re-write commands or data, or re-flash vehicle firmware.

SBD Automotive designed the guide to highlight the tools and devices that
operate on the latest or the most targeted brands and models. It focuses on tools
and devices that are sold through known and ‘trusted‘ tool developers, sellers and
resellers. In this case, the term ‘trusted’ means tools that are sold by sellers that
do not exaggerate a tool’s capabilities or knowingly make false claims. All the
chosen sites and sellers have been selected by SBD because of the known
capabilities of the tools or through research carried out by SBD Automotive. The
guide deliberately does not claim to include every tool or device available, as
many of these are copies of tools already included or, cover model ranges or
systems that are not current or considered relevant.

Note: SBD Automotive has not tested the majority of tools in this database to
verify their effectiveness. SBD Automotive does have an ongoing theft tool test
program and if you require further information on the tools being tested, please
contact us by email: info@sbdautomotive.com

Section Content 

The Basics

Introduction to the history and the demand for this type of  
tool. How did different major global events and the 
introduction of specific legislation, drive a demand for these 
types of tools.  

Conclusion: The need for an independent service and 
maintenance solution coupled with a demand for a method 
to steal (or legitimately bypass) vehicle security systems, 
have combined into making an aftermarket tool market.

What’s New?

What are the latest tools?  Profiles are provided of the latest 
tools and bypass trends. There is also an overview of how 
the accompanying spreadsheet can be used to go deeper.

Conclusion: A mixture of new physical tools and new 
electronic / software tools are outlined.

Outlook

SBD’s view on the future trends of E-theft, including if new 
technologies and control features being introduced into the 
automotive sector (such as UWB, biometrics, smartphone 
apps etc)) may be exploited. 

It will also look at some of the new features and options 
being included in the E-theft tool market, such as ‘Pay as 
You Go’ purchase options.

Conclusion: Developing a method to bypass UWB will allow 
sales of a new Relay Attack tool 

Go Deeper Can SBD help you with any unanswered questions?



Example slides 
from the report
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The Basics

This isn’t a movie, this is business

Trends in vehicle theft are linked to the most popular targeted 
models (most in demand by thieves) and the simplest and fastest 
method to gain entry and start the vehicle. 

It is a common misconception that high-cost supercars are most 
at risk from theft. This is not to say that they are not stolen, but 
the reality is that unless you have a specific order for one of these 
models, the market for a stolen supercar is very small. 

The most popular models for thieves are often linked to the 
models with the highest sales or volume in a specific parc. 
Thieves steal vehicles that they can sell, use or dismantle to sell 
the parts. This means that cars must be in demand either through 
specific orders, or easy to re-sell in the general used car market 
(not always new or high-cost models). The transnational nature of 
vehicle theft also means that vehicles stolen in one market, may 
be to supply a demand in another.

The theft of cars for parts is an increasing trend in many markets. 
Component parts through main dealers are high-cost items and 
often there is a delay in delivery. If your vehicle is used for your 
business (taxi or delivery van for example) it can be important 
that repairs are carried out as quickly as possible and for the 
lowest cost. 
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The Basics

E – Theft Tools and their functionality

Relay Attack Key ProgrammingCode Grabber Transponder

Relay attacks consist in 
intercepting and 
potentially storing the 
signal the vehicle’s 
smart key fob. 

On a basic level, the 
attack is carried out by 
2 thieves, one standing 
near the car and the 
other near the smart 
key fob. 
Thief 1 transmits a 
signal to the car and 
then relays the 
authentication reply to 
thief 2. Thief 2 sends 
this signal to the key 
fob and then relays the 
reply to thief 1, who 
uses it to unlock and 
start the car.

The code grabber is a 
device used to capture 
and store the coded 
signal transmitted by a 
key fob. 

This signal is then 
simply replayed to 
unlock the vehicle or is 
used as a sample to 
predict the correct code 
(often by using the 
systems algorithm)

Transponders are small 
RFID devices, 
sometimes encased in 
glass or carbon but, 
more recently, fitted to 
the keyfob PCB. 
Transponders are 
designed to store and 
transmit a coded signal 
after responding to a 
correct know challenge 

These tools are 
designed to Read, 
Write and Program 
transponders so they 
can be used to 
deactivate vehicle 
security systems.

Key programming 
consists of connecting a 
dedicated device to the 
vehicles on-board 
diagnostic (OBD II) 
port or, via the system 
network (CAN, LIN 
etc.)

Specific software is 
then used to add or 
program a keyfob or 
transponder chip to the 
vehicles immobiliser 
system. 

Security Control

Security control section 
covers other tools and 
devices designed to 
carry out a range or a 
specific action. 
Features include:
• Immobilizer reset 

and/or bypass
• Unlocking central 

locking
• Disabling the alarm
• Read and write data 

to/from EPROM or IC
• Read, decode or 

bypass PIN code
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What’s New?

Price

Compatible BrandsTool Name

Features

Vendor SBD Insight

• Unlock central locking 
and disable alarm from 
outside the vehicle via 
CAN

• Key programming via 
OBD - Can take 20-30 
seconds

• Compatible with Jeep 
and Maserati models up 
to and including 2022 
model year

Tool ImageExample Compatible Models

Functionality

Tool Overview  

DIAG v20 Diagnostic Key

4500
UNLOCK

START

Compatible Model Model Year

Cherokee 2014-2021

Maserati Ghibli 2013-2022

Maserati Levante 2016-2022

Maserati Quattroporte 2013-2022

Key 
Programming
& Security 
Control

OBD
CAN

WIRELESS



What the Excel 
Version Contains
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Excel Database Includes
#201/Innovation Guide

Excel Data Points:

10,000+
Vehicle Models Covered:

500+
Excel Tabs:
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Contact SBD Automotive

Contact Us

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
UK, South & West Europe
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about this 
research report or SBD Automotive’s consulting services, 
you can email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss 
with your local account manager below.

Book a meeting

info@sbdautomotive.com
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